—1–5 Description and analysis of the standard form of the language

Class writing systems, phonology, etymology, dictionaries, grammar of historical and geographic variations, of modern nongeographic variations of the language in —7; class applied linguistics, prescriptive linguistics in —8; class comprehensive works in the base number for the language (adding 0 when required to make a three-figure number), e.g., comprehensive works on phonology, etymology, dictionaries, grammar of standard French 440

See Manual at T4—1–5, T4—8 vs. T4—7

—8 Applied linguistics

Including works for people learning a second language, prescriptive works for native speakers learning the acceptable patterns of their own language

Class descriptive linguistics in —1–5; class dictionaries in —3; class applied linguistics applied to historical and geographic variations, to modern nongeographic variations of the language in —7

For a specific aspect of applied linguistics provided for elsewhere, see the aspect, e.g., language for special purposes —0147, rhetoric 808.04

See Manual at T4—1–5, T4—8 vs. T4—7; also at 410